
 

 

 معجزة بيانسد منفذ طعن و
�ƇǛ� درس* ƺƵǚ ǅǄƤƶƵǚ Ɓ ﬞ ӨƵǛ�  ƴƶƞƹ ¤ַײǛҰƝǟǚ ǆƧ . 
* ҒǉӨҰ� ǝǚ ƥ ǃ�ҸƶƵ ҒǊƶƞƨƵǚ ҒǊƺƃǠǚ ғ ǠǠӨƵǛ�  ҖҝӨҳ ư ҒƧ�ƞƹ ƻǐ ҲǊҸƋ

ҒƺǉӨƬƵǚ Ғǉ�ƌ ƺƵǚ ִיƾƹ ғ ǛǊƹǛƄƵǚ ǆƧǃǀ ƾƲƵǃ ￼-  Ɯƹ ﬞ Ǜ� ҚƝǠǚ ǀ ƾƝ Ʀ ƈ Ʋǉ Ǜƹ
ƲƵִי�Ǜƺ  Ƽƹ ƴǘǠə ǆƧ ҒǊǘǚﬞǃǛƺƵǚǚ ǅǄҸƨƵ ǆƽǎ�ƬƵǚ �Ǌ� ƞҚƵǚ �� ƃ ƥ ǃ�ҸƵ- 

ҒҢƵǛҢ�  ə�ƨƽǚ Өƫ ҒƋ Ǜһ Ғƨƌ �  Ƹǉ�ƲƵǚ ƻǎ�ƬƵǚ ƻǕƧ:ǛƬҳ � ƀƨҚƄƹ. 
   * ҒɯǉӨҰ� ǝǚ ƥ ǃ�ҸƵǚ əӨƝ Ʀ ƌ ƾƵ ҒǊƶƞƨƵǚ ҒǊƺƃǠǚ ғ ǠǠӨƵǚ Ʀ ǊƗ Ǆҗ ǆǁ ǃ

ǀ ҚǊǘǄ� ƽǃ ǆƽǄƲƵǚ ǀ ƑƹǄ�  Ɔ ǁ Өǉ ǚ�� Ǜƃ ǛǊƽǛǊ�  ǛǊƝǚӨ� ǔ ǛƨǊƗ Ǆҗ ҒǊ� �ƞƵǚ¤  ǛƺƱ
ǀ ҚǊ� Ǆƶƃǐ ƷǚǄƫǃ ǀ җǃǡƓǃ ǀ җǃǡҸ�  �ƃǑǉ ǃǐ � Ұƞǉ. 

* ǀ Ǌƾƞƽ Ǜƹ ǚִיǁ ǃ ƻǎ�ƬƵǚ ǆƧ ҲҗǚǄƨƵǚ ƥ ǃ�ҸƵǚ ǀ ƬƧ ַײǛҰƝǕ� Ƹǉ�ƲƵǚ.  
  

Defaming Impasse And a Miracle of 
Syntax 

*A study on a metaphysical object, by the means of the 
very causative linguistic approach,  founding a clear cut 
view: 
*A theory and analysis depending a direct linguistic 
interpretation consulting the original meaning of each 
letter in the eloquent early Semitic Arab tongue and the 
significance of each letter in the light of the patient 
analytical readings of the Holy Gardenaries (Suras) in 
which these letters does exist and convince. 
* An objective study, on a highly esteemed eloquent text, 
inferring a trustworthy metaphysical knowledge. *This is 
exactly what is meant by the miraculous jurisprudence of  
The Opening Letters in the Holy Qur'aan.  
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